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Warp Drive, Dark Energy, and the Manipulation of Extra
Dimensions

Introduction

1 one is to realistically entertain the notion of interstellar exploration in
timeframes of a human lifespan, a dramatic shift in the traditional approach to
spacecraft propulsion is necessary. It has been known and well tested since
the time of Einstein that all matter is restricted to motion at sublight velocities
(<< 3x 10° m/s, the speed of light, or c), and that as matter approaches the
speed of light, its mass asymptotically approaches infinity. This mass increase
ensures that an infinite amount of energy would be necessary to travel at the.
speed of light, and, thus, this speed is impossible to reach and represents an
absolute speed limit to all matter traveling through spacetime.
Even if an engine were designed that could propel a spacecraft to an
appreciable fraction of light speed, travel to even the closest stars would take
many decades in the frame of referenceof an observer on Earth. Although
these lengthy transit times would not make interstellar exploration impossible,
they would certainly dampen the enthusiasm of governments or private
individuals funding these missions. After all, a mission whose success is
perhaps a century away would be difficult to justify. In recent years, however,
physicists have discovered two loopholes to Einstein’s ultimate speed limit:
the Einstein-Rosen bridge (commonly referred to as a “wormhole”) and the
warp drive. Fundamentally, both ideas involve manipulation of spacetime Itself
in some exotic way that allows for faster-than-light (FTL) travel.

Essentially, the wormhole involves connecting two potentially distant regions
of space by a topological shortcut. Theoretically, one would enter the
wormhole and instantaneously be transported to the exit located in a distant
region of space. Although no observational evidenceof wormholes exists,
theoretically they can exist as a valid solution to general relativity.

‘The warp drive—the main focus this paper—involves local manipulation of the
fabric of space in the immediate vicinityof a spacecraft. The basic idea is to
create an asymmetric bubbleofspace that is contracting in frontof the
spacecraft while expanding behind it. Using this form of locomotion, the
spacecraft remains stationary inside this “warp bubble,” and the movement of
space itself facilitates the relative motion of the spacecraft. The most
attractive feature of the warp drive is that the theory of relativity places no
known restrictions on the motion of space itself, thus allowing for a
convenient circumvention of the speed of light barrier.

An advanced aerospace platform Incorporating warp drive technology would
profoundly alter the capacity to explore—and potentially to colonize—the
universe. Because a warp drive is not limited by the speed of light, one can
only guess the top speeds such a technology might be capable of achieving.
For the sake of argument, let's consider the duration of trips taken by a
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spacecraft capable of 100c for an array of exotic destinations of possible

would take hours rather than years, and journeys to local star system would
be measured in weeks rather than hundreds of thousands of years.

[Mars—— —Tio3seconds|

[Neptune~~ Tahours
[AlphaCentauri T15days |

“The Orion Nebula

theoretical footing. Alcubierre (Reference 1) demonstrated that a specific
Lorentzian manifold could be chosen that exhibited bubble-like features
reminiscent of the warp drive from the popular Star Trek television series. The

itself would be in motion instead of the spacecraft and its inhabitants.

A number of papers have emerged in recent years that build on this original
idea. However, these papers do not typically address how one might actually
create the necessary spacetime bubble. Our own research directly addresses

paradigm shift in the field of warp drive study (Reference 2). More formally,

improvements the model introduces is a dramatic reduction in the overall

The roadmap to this new idea was the observation that spacetime is currently

redshifting of galaxies, and the belief thatif the mechanism for this expansion
could be understood, then it might ultimately be controlled. A popular term
used by cosmologists today is "dark energy,” an exotic and ubiquitous form of

content of the universe (Reference 3-6). One salient feature of dark energy is

to expand in the way that is currently observed (Reference 7).
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Although we know what dark energy does, we do not yet fully understand its
nature. We do not understand why it exists or how it is created; we simply
know it provides an ever-present force on spacetime, causing the universe to
expand. Indeed, recent high-precision experimental observations indicate dark
energy may be a cosmological vacuum energy (Reference 8-10). These
observations are based on the magnitudes of high-redshift supernova and
have been a source of high research activity of late owing to the unexpected
discovery that the rateofexpansion of the universe is increasing (commonly
referred to as accelerated expansion).

One tantalizing aspect of dark energy is that if it were fully understood, and if
a technology were developed that could generate and harness the exotic
effects of dark energy on the fabric of space, then a warp drive would be one
step closer to technological reality. While a full understanding of the true
nature of dark energy may be many years away, it is entirely feasible that
experimental breakthroughs at the Large Hadron Collider or developments in
the field of M-theory could lead to a quantum leap in our understanding of this
unusual formofenergy and perhaps help to direct technological innovations.

Our own research focuses on gaining an understanding of the physical origin
of dark energy. By exploring novel ideas at the forefront of theoretical physics,
one is able to propose a physically viable model incorporating some of the
cutting-edge ideas emerging from string theory and quantum field theory. This
leads to a deeper understanding of the possible origin of dark energy and
allows consideration of a mechanism that would allow a sufficiently advanced
technology to control the dark energy density in any region of space, and thus
the expansion of space. This work has clear implications for the advancement
of warp drive research.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews the more traditional
general relativistic warp drives, the energy required to create them, and the
physics required to understand them. Section 3 discusses the cosmological
constant, a term featured in Einstein's equation that regulates the contraction
and expansion of the spacetime. Section 4 introduces the Casimir energy,
which, under certain conditions, may be the phenomenon that physically
generates the cosmological constant. Section 5 discusses higher dimensions in
physics and their importance in the context of Casimir energy calculations.
Section 6 introduces the formulas that demonstrate that the Casimir energies
in higher dimensions may in fact be the dark energy that is responsible for the
accelerated expansion of the universe. Section 7 relates all the previous
concepts together and introduces the novel warp drive paradigm. Section 8
performs original calculations of the energy required to create a superluminal
warp drive, Finally, the paper speculates about the technological progress that
would be necessary to turn this model into a reality.
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2. General Relativistic Warp Drives

Alcubierre (Reference 1) derived a spacetime metric motivated by cosmological inflation
that would allow arbitrarily short travel times between two distant points in space. The
“warp drive” metric uses coordinates (t, x, y, 2) and curve (or worldiine) x = xan(t), y =
0,2 = 0, lying in the tx plane passing through the origin. Note that xa is the x-axis
coordinate position of the moving spaceship (or warp bubble) frame. The metric!
specifying this particular spacetime geometry is (Reference 1):

ds” = Cd" dev,OSV] +dy 4d @1)

where ¢ is the speed of light, ver(t) is the speed associated with the curve (or warp
bubble speed), and runt) Is the Euclidean distance from the curve. The warp bubble
shape function f (rs) Is any smooth positive function that satisfiesf(0) = 1 and
decreases away from the origin to vanish when rin > R for some distance R. The
geometry of each spatial slice s flat, and spacetime is flat where f (r) vanishes but is
curved where it does not vanish.
“The driving mechanism of Equation (2.1) is the York extrinsic time, §. This quantity is
defined as (Reference 1):

vats dfpula .
or, dn, 2

The 5 behaviorofthe warp drive bubble Joeprovides for the simultaneous expansion + :
of space behind the spacecraft and a . Ll :
corresponding contraction of space in i BA |
front of the spacecraft. Figure 1 illustrates | er
the § behavior of the warp drive bubble 3! Ga :‘geometry. Thus the spacecraft is pe TN
enveloped within a warp bubble and can © , kiNHENS
be made to exhibit an arbitrarily large LUNE AE
faster-than-light (FTL) speed (van >> c) 1 SS
as viewed by external coordinate v pt \
observers. Even though the warldiines te put *
inside the warp bubble region are A or
spacelike for all external observers, the I oy
moving spaceship (warp bubble) frame PN SE id
itself never travels outside of ts local nr
comoving light cone and thus does not
violate special relativity. Figure 1. York Extrinsic Time (5) Plot

A spacetime metric (2),o Ine slement, iso Lorenz-nvariant distance function between any two polis Inspacetime tht 1s definedbydat = . do 5, where Gs the Metric tensor WHch 1s» 4nd mitre that encodes the
Geometry of spacetime and Ge i he fickesmol coordinate separation between two pots. The Grok nde (1015) Geno spacetimecoorcinate, 1. such that 4.43 9ace CoorANates ans - Uecooranat.
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2.1 WARP DRIVE REQUIREMENTS
Implementation of FTL interstellar travel via warp drives requires engineering of
spacetime into very specialized local geometries as shown by Equation (2.1). The
analysisofthese via the general relativistic field equation plus the resultant source
matter equations of state demonstrates that such geometries require the use of
“exotic” matter in order to produce the requisite FTL spacetime modification. Exotic
matter is generally defined by general relativity (GR) physics to be matter that
possesses (renormalized) negative energy density and/or negative stress-tension (=
positive outward pressure, aka gravitational repulsion). The term is widely
misunderstood and misapplied by the non-GR community. Also, it has been claimed
that FTL spacetimes are not plausible because exotic matter violates the general
relativistic energy conditions.2 However, this has been shown to be a spurious issue
(Reference 11).
The energy density for the Alcublerre (Reference 1) warp drive that is derived from the
general relativistic field equation is complex, so we Instead use a more simple formula
to express the net energy required, Eun, to build a warp bubble around a spaceship
(Reference 12):

__Vac'Ro
Fury G 23)

—-(120x10)2,Roo,

where G is Newton's universal gravitation constant (6.673 x 10° Nm2/kg2), vu Is the
dimensionless speed of the warp bubble, R (> 0) s the radius of the warp bubble, and o
(> 0) is proportional to the inverse of the warp bubble wall thickness 4 (i.e.,  ~ 1/2).
Equation (2.3) characterizes the amount of negative energy that one needs to localize
in the walls of the warp bubble. Table 2 presents a tabulation of the required negative
energy 2s a function of the “Warp factor,” vu. One can compare the values of Fu in
the table with the (positive) rest-energy contained in the Sun (1.79 x 104 3). The
consequence of Equation (2.3) and Table 2 is that If one wants to travel at hyperlight
speeds, then the warp bubble energy requirement will be an enormous negative
number. And this remains true even if one engineers an arbitrarily low sublight speed
warp bubble. Engineering a warp drive bubble Is quite daunting given these results.

The candion or ordinary, dossicl(non-exotec) formsofmatter that we ae familar with in nture is hat pc > pand/or 0, where is ths energy density and p is th pressur/stesa-tnsion of ome source of matter. These
Condiions represent wo example of what re variously Caled (he Standard” sneroy conditions: Weak EneroyCondon (WEC: 1 20, pe + p20, Null Ener Condon (NEC: pe +. 0), Dominant Energy Condon (DEC),
0 Strong Energy Conction (SEC). These enrcy conditions fr negative eneray density between materialSbjects to occur In ature, DU they are me ypotheses. The energy condilons wire Geveioped o Csabi
Series of mathematical potheses Governing tn benavior ofcolepsed-matter sngartie In he S10Yof
Coimology nd tack hie.
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Table 2. Negative Energy Required for Warp Bubble
(Larger Negative Energy)

Eu ©)
10 *(=3 kal)
107 (= 30 ks) 303x107

0.01 (=3,000 k's) 3.03 10°
05 = 150000kmis) | 7.59x 10”

1 (=light speed) 3.03x 107
(=600.000 kms) “L20x 107
10=30x10kms)| 303%10
100 (=3.0x10 kis) |__3.03x107

Assume: R=30m5= 107m"

Lobo and Visser (Reference 12) constructed an improved model of the warp drive
spacetime by applying linearized gravity to the weak-field warp drive case and testing
the energy conditions to first and second orders of uy. The fundamental basisoftheir
model is that it specifically includes a finite mass spaceship that interacts with the warp
bubble. Their results verified that all warp drive spacetimes violate the energy
conditions and will continue to do so for arbitrarily low warp bubble speed. They also
found that the energy condition violations in this class of spacetimes is generic to the
form of the geometry under consideration and is not a side effect ofthe superluminal
properties. Based on these facts plus Equation (2.3) and Table 2, it appears that for all
conceivable laboratory experiments in which negative energy can be created in minute
amounts, the warp bubble speed wil be absurdly low.
Coupling of the finite spaceship mass with the warp bubble leads to the (quite
reasonable) condition that the net total energy stored in the warp bubble be less than
the total rest-energy of the spaceship itself, which places a strong constraint upon the
(dimensionless) speed of the warp bubble (Reference 3):

G (May Rand)wf]hd 2.4)
a Map

=| (74x10) ==fone]
where Muip and Rui are the mass and size of the spaceship, respectively, and R is the
radius of the warp bubble. Equation (2.4) indicates that for any reasonable values of
the engineering parameters inside the brackets, vu Wil be absurdly low. This result is
due to the intrinsic nonlinearity of the general relativistic field equation. To illustrate.
this point, the example starship parameters from Table 2 (R = 50 m, A ~ 1/c = 10 m)
are inserted into Equation (2.4) and assume Map = 10° kgto find that vy < 1.72 x
101 (or 5.16 x 10 6 m/s). Garden snails can craw faster than this. And if& and Mais

3
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are kept constant, then 4 = 3.37 x 10%* m (or 3.57 x 10° light-years) in order for vump <Which s an unrealistic requirement on the warp bubble desan.
Because this energy requirement so phenomenal high ne fins t of paramountimportance io expire new eas n the ak of war drive technoooy. What ow folows
125 pedagogical rch reviewof the nove warp arve concept that we have beenGevdonng Since 2005
3. The Cosmological Constant
Einstein is famous for a multitude of achievements in the field of physics. Arguably his.ost notable contribution i the General Theory of Reatiy, & Geometric description ofGravitation whose fundamental dea rates he matter and the energy content of theErerse to the geometry of spacetime. Sply pu, he presence of matter and energyCouns spaceti to curve, 3nd hs COV Contols ow mater and energy moveShih Spacetime. General reiatvy has ban the pevaiing theory of raviation Since1575 Sn hos fr has umaTIDGUOLSY passed cbservanona and expermenal tes.
remains an active area of research and technology is still being developed to test
certain features of the theory. Gravitational waves, for example, are one prediction
from GR; however, technology is only now reaching the stage of maturity to allow for
the detection of these waves.

3.1 EINSTEIN'S EQUATION AND THE INTRODUCTION OF A

Upon completion of GR, Einstein applied his theory to the entire universe. He firmly
believed in Mach’s principle, and the only way to satisfy this was to assume that space
is globally closed and that the metric tensor should be determined uniquely from thenergy momentum tensor (Reference 13) He iS s5sume hak the UME wesSiac, whi was reasonable assumption t te me because observations
astronomy had not advanced to a level that contradicted this paradigm. In 1917, when
a static solution to his equations could not be found, he introduced the cosmological
constantA (Reference 14): *

Re 3Re =SET,ony, G1
In this equation R.. is the Ricci curvature tensor, R is the Ricci curvature scalar, 7» is
the stress-energy-momentum tensor, and gis the spacetime metric. The left-hand
Side of Equation (3.1) encodes the curvature In the geometry of spacetime, and theRaiChand sda sncodes te saurce of matir-energy that cures spacetime
The addition of A can be understood as a term inthe equation which allows one to
adjust theory to match observation. In Einstein's case, he chose to add A to ensure that
the universe was static and unchanging. In later years, he often referred to thisamendmen t hs squatons 23 is ggest blunder Several yeas itr GR had beenformulates, he astronomer Edin Hubb dSCovere the phenomenon of galactic
redshifting, which strongly indicated that the universe was indeed expanding. This

Soros”te ant oot mater cre’ ena nd arta,

‘
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theoretical prediction from GR was ignored by Einstein because of his belief in a static
universe.
Even though Einstein retracted the addition of A into his equations, it is now known that
it does indeed play a role and is typically included in GR equations. Data from precise
astronomical observations strongly suggest that an extremely small, yet non-zero A is a
necessary feature of GR and is responsible for the expansion of the universe that is
observed.
from a physical perspective, A represents an inherent energy density associated with
empty space. One way to envision this is to take a perfectly Insulating bo into deep
Space, and then to remove all matter and all ner from this box so that it encloses a
perfect void. Even in this emptiness, a residual energy field would remain. According to
GR, the effect of this energy would be to cause the region of space to expand, albeit at
an extremely small rate. To summarize, A is @ ubiquitous, ever present feature of
Space, and fs presence causes space to expand.
In the late 1990s it emerged that not only s the universe expanding, but the rate of
expansion is, In act, increasing. Since then, it has become more popular to refer to A
35 dark eneray, and the remainder of this paper will follow this convention.
Although the role of dark eneray is extremely well understood mathematically, and in
the context of its effects on spacetime, its physical nature is still a mystery. One knows
that tis homogeneous, not particularly dense, and tha it does not interact ith any of
the fundamental forces of nature. One also knows that it exerts negative pressure on
spacetime, which explains the observed accelerated expansion (Reference 15, 16). As
there is yet to be a reasonable explanation for the fundamental origin of dark energy,
the problem is considered serious and has been tackled by a large number of eminent
and respected physicists, including previous Nobel prize winners (Reference 17).

Because dark energy is intimately related to the expansion of space, and because this
expansion Is exactly the feature that would allow for a warp drive to function, an
understanding of this mysterious energy is of paramount importance in the
development of ths novel propulsion technology.
4. Casimir Energy and the Quantum Vacuum
A central theme in this paper is the notion of the quantum vacuum. To a particle
physicist, the term “vacuum” means the ground state of a quantum field in some
quantum theory for matter. In general, this ground state must obey Lorentz invariance,
at least with regards to three spatial dimensions, meaning that the vacuum must look
Identical to ail observers.
At all energies probed by experiments to date, the universe is accurately described as a
Set of quantum fields. To a non-physicist 3 quantum field may, at firs, be a strange
concept to grasp. This is because one generally likes to visualize the things one thinks
about; for example, an electron and even a photon provides something one can, on
some level, picture in one’s minds. Simply put, a quantum field is an intangible
mathematical object whose properties are ideal in explaining nature. Theories have
reached such an advanced level that the familar physical Images that one appreciates

5
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must be abandoned for more erudite mathematical constructions which are better
suited at describing the building blocks of nature (Reference 18-20)

If one takes the Fourier transform of a free quantum field, each mode of a fixed
wavelength behaves like a simple harmonic oscillator. A quantum mechanical property
of a simple harmonic oscillator i that the ground state exhibits zero-point fluctuations
as a consequence of the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle. One way to understand these
zero-point fluctuations is to imagine releasing a pendulum and watching as dissipativeforces slowly try to bring the pendulum to a stop. The uncertainty principle would
ensure that the pendulum was never able to come to a complete rest, but instead
would exhibit microscopic oscillations around the equilibrium position indefinitely. OF
course, for a real macroscopic pendulum, these fluctuations would be miniscule and all
but impossible to detect; however, the analogy with a quantum harmonic oscillator
olds well. The expectation value of the energy associated with the ground state energy
of a quantum oscillator is

(B)=52, “1

In this formulac and / are the speedoflight and Planck's reduced constant (1.055 x
10-34 Js), respectively, and k is the wave-vector related to the momentumofthe
quantum field. One of the features of this ground state energy is that the wave vector
has an infinite degree of freedom. Clearly this sum is divergent; however, this is a
common feature of quantum field theory, and an array of mathematical techniques
known as renormalization exists to deal with the infinities that arise.

4.1 THE CASIMIR EFFECT
The quantum fluctuations of the vacuum fields give rise to a number of phenomena;
however, one is particularly striking. The Casimir Effect, which will be explored in more
detall in this paper, s arguably the most salient manifestation of the quantum vacuum.
In 1948, H. Casimir published a profound paper where he explained the van der Waals
interaction in terms of the zero-point energy of a quantized field (Reference 19). In its
most basic form, the Casimir Effect it is realized through the interactionofa pair of
neutral parallel conducting plates (with separation distance d). The presence of the
plates modifies the quantum vacuum, and this modification causes the plates to be
pulled toward each other with a force:

ner?F=-XE 4.2)Ho 4.2)

This is a profound result in the sense that the originofthis force cannot be traced back
10 one of the four fundamental forces of nature (gravity, electromagnetism, and the two
nuclear forces), but is a force that is entirely due to a modification of the quantum
vacuum.

Toy free” we mean that he fed does nt teract with other feds.
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For many years, the paper remained unknown (Reference 22), but from the 1970s
onward the Casimir effect received increasing attention, and over the last decade i has
Become very popular (Reference 23). The Casimir effect 15 purely quantum effect. In
Classical electrodynamics the for between the plates s zero, The deal scenario occurs
at zero temperature when there are no real photons (only viriual photons) between the
plates; thus, it is the ground stateofthe quantum electrodynamic vacuum which
Causes the attraction. The most important feature of the Casimir effect is that even
though it is purely quantum in nature, i manifests self macroscopically. For exemple,
for two parallel plates of area A = 1 cm? separated by a distance of d = 1 um the force
of attraction is = 1.3 x 10 N. This force Is certanly within the range of aboratory
force-measuring techniques.

Typically, the calculations of the expectation value of the vacuum are divergent,® so
Some form of renormalization must be performed. A ull review of the experimental
verifications of the Casimir effect are beyond the scope of this paper, but it is certainly
Worth mentioning that experiments at Washington University using ulra-sensitive
omic Force Microscopes have sxperimentally verified the theoretical predictions of the
Casimir force to within 1 percent accuracy (Reference 24, 25). Needless to say, many.
Physicists Consider this ta be a real and well established phenomenon.

ET  —Pet ep AST RA pre
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In summary, quanturn field theory predicts that the vacuum is an interlaced cobweb of
quantum fields which are never strictly at rest, and which exhibit zero-point
fiuctuations. These fluctuations give rise to real and measurable phenomenon, with the
Casimir effect being the most poignant. It seems only natural to attempt to relate the
ideas from the previous section regarding a ubiquitous dark energy field to this
quantum vacuum energy. If a relationship can be established, one would be a step
closer to the technological realization of warp drive.

5. Extra Space Dimensions

In connection with the Casimir effect, extra dimensions provide a rich arena for one to
generate models that explain the origin of dark energy. Technically speaking, the
‘Casimir effect is a direct consequence of the non-trivial boundary conditions that the.
presence of the conducting plates imposes upon the quantum vacuum. The quantum
modes on the interior region of the plates are restricted, and there is a pressure
difference when compared to the quantum vacuum on the exterior region of the plates.
Itis this pressure difference that causes the plates to attract.”
A very similar phenomenon to the Casimir effect can occur when the quantum vacuum
energy in extra space dimensions are considered. The exploration of this idea has
important ramifications in the context of explaining dark energy. Before one can
address these ideas itis necessary to review the role of higher space dimensions in
physics.
It was Riemann, with his development of differential geometry in the 19% century, who
provided the necessary tools to study higher dimensional descriptions of the world
(Reference 26). Riemann held the belief that 3-dimensional space was not enough to
provide an adequate description of nature. Improvements in physics led to Maxwell's
unified theory of electricity and magnetism, and then GR, which unified space and time
with Special Relativity (SR). Inspired by these unification, physicists of the early 20°
century wanted to unify gravity and electromagnetism. The first attempt was by
Nordstrom in 1914, who used a scalar potential for the gravitational field. Later Weyl
and Kaluza, using Einstein's tensor potential, followed two separate paths. Weyl's
attempt involved an alteration of the geometry of spacetime in four dimensions. His
early attempts had physical consequences which did not match experimental data.
However, Weyl's work was extended by Einstein and Schrodinger independently in the
Einstein-Schrodinger non-symmetric field theory, which is widely regarded as the most
advanced unified field theory based on classical physics.

5.1 KALUZA-KLEIN THEORY
In 1919 Kaluza (Reference 27) offered a unique approach to unifying gravity and
electromagnetism which involved adding an additional spatial dimension to GR, and
populating this extra dimension with two mathematical objects called a vector potential
Auand a scalar potential ¢. The line element in this theary is given by:

Tis analog snot strictlytr o ifr: geometries can, in act, creat repulsiveCasini forcesand50 the
press ansody reas Coun. 1 5, however, Use VauRIZaton to.
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a5 =p 50g, + AAPA+287Aduty + dy’ (5.1)

where the Greek indices run from 0 to 3 (0 represents the time coordinate and 1...3 the
Space coordinates), and where the higher dimension is expressed using x. The powers
of ¢ are selected for later convenience. Upon solving Einstein's equation in this higher
dimensional space using this metric, Kaluza was able to accurately reproduce both GR
and electromagnetic theory. However, the theory made an additional prediction which
Was not consistent with observation and Was somewnat of an embarrassment for
Kaluza.
“The main failure of Kaluza’s idea, and an
issue that caused Einstein to delay his
endorsement of the paper by two years,
was the very obvious fact that we clearly
exist in three spatial dimensions and not
four. This issue was tackled in 1926 by
Oskar Klein (Reference 28), who
suggested that the S* dimension
compactifies, 50 as to have the geometry >
of a circle of extremely small radius. One /
way to envisage this additional dimension #
is to imagine a garden hose. It is only
when one magnifies the image the 3
toroidal structure s visible, From a long
distance it looks like a 1-dimensional line,
but a closer inspection reveals that every
point on the line is, in fact, a circle (see
Figure 3 for an ilustration). igure 3. ternalStricture of aSesmingy One-
While Kaluza-Kiein (KK) theory is considered elegant in its simplicity, it is not without
problems. One obvious criticism is that the theory is non-predictive, in that it does not
extend Einstein's or Maxwell's theories, but merely synthesizes the formalism within a
new mathematical framework. A more serious criticism regards the introduction of the
5 dimension, which was, and still is, seen as an artificial construct since our universe

is apparently 4-dimensional.®

KK theory remained largely ignored and was considered somewhat obscure for the first
halfof the twentieth century, as were the speculations regarding additional spatial
dimensions. However, the birth of string theory generated a renewed interest in the

idea, largely due to string theory's promise of being a quantum theory of gravity.”

Unification is one of the main themes in the history of science and is a guiding principle
in theoretical physics. Countless examples exist where diverse and seemingly unrelated
phenomena have been understood in terms of a small number of underlying principles.
In the 1940s, it was demonstrated that quantum mechanics and electromagnetism
could be accurately described by quantum field theory, and by the 1970s the weak and

Ticuting ime. ofcourse,7 anim savky  comdred omenbat of a hol ral iin the theorekal ys community.
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strongnuclear forces could also be described using QF. The full theory, called the
Standard Model of particie physics, is arguably the most successful physical theory to
date.
Despite the successes of the Standard Model, incorporating gravitational teractions
using the methods of QFT has proven to be ane of the most challenging problems facing
theoretical physics today. String theory is currently the best candidate for a quantum
theory of gravity (Reference 29). The divergences associated with point particle
gravitational interactions are removed in string theory via the extended nature of the
String. A review of string theory falls far outside the scope of this paper; however, the
theory contains numerous compelling features that deserve mention here. One of the
most discussed aspects of string theory is Its prediction that additional dimensions of
space exist, and are indeed required for string theory to work. One of the predictions of
string theory is that these additional dimensions are extremely small, on the order of
107% m. However, there are also popular models which attempt to explain certain
aspects of nature that involve large extra dimensions which we will briefly introduce.

5.2 LARGE EXTRA DIMENSIONS
Models with large extra dimensions have enjoyed a revived interest in physics. This
began with the Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos, and Dvali (ADD) proposal to lower the
quantum gravity scale to the 10 to 100 TeV scalel® (accessible to the next generation
of particle accelerators) by embedding the Standard Model fields in a 3+1 dimensional
brane existing in a higher dimensional bulk spacetime (Reference 30, 31). Gravity is
free to propagate in the bulk, which effectively dilutes its strength. This idea was
inspired by M-theory, where it was recognized that the scale of quantum gravity could
be lowered from the Planck energy scale to the Grand Unification Theory (GUT) energy
Scale (Reference 32-35).11 The assumptions underlying the ADD model are:

+ n-extra dimensions compactified on a torus with volume V, = (a)

«Standard Model fields are localized to the brane.
«Gravity can propagate in the bulk.
+ There is no cosmological constant in the bulk or on the boundary.
«The brane is stiff.
“The bulk action for this model can be given by:

1 YeohSyn == MR.fae (5.2)

where g is the matrix determinantofthe metric and the two tilde-quantities are the
4+n dimensional Planck mass and Ricci scalar, respectively. By integrating out the
extra dimensions, it is Simple to show that:

TeV = 10% eV (1 ev = 1.602 « 10°) is a mass-energy col used In clementary orice physics.
rank anergy (WG)+ 0% ov; GUT nergy > 10% GeV i GOV = 10° 4)
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: dosM}, = (2m)st (5.3)

Mais the Planck mass*2 (in our usual 4-dimensional spacetime) and r is the size of the
extra space dimensions. This remarkable result indicates that the Planck scale is, in
fact, a quantity that s derived from a more fundamental quantum gravity scale and
also the volume of the extra dimensions. Physically, this implies that the graviton is
diluted across the bulk with a diminished intersection with the familiar 3.+1 dimensional
brane.
In this type of model the size of the internal space is of order 1/M and the effective
cosmological constant is on the order A, ~ 8237 x (Reference 36, 37). Setting

a
the value of the corresponding eneray density equal to the known density of dark
energy, one finds that the extra-dimensional radius is r ~ 10cm. Similar results are
found in models with more complicated internal spaces. This is an important result in
the context of dimensional manipulation.
Note that extra dimensions that are accessible to al the Standard Model fields can also
be realized. These models are known as Universal Extra Dimensions (UED). In the case
of recent experimental constraints, a compactification scale as low as 1 TeV is allowed.
5.3 RANDALL SUNDRUM BRANE MODELS
The idea that the universe can be modeled as a (mem)brane existing in a higher
dimensional bulk spacetime has received a huge amount of attention In recent years
(Reference 38-46). It is possible that the brane energy density affects the spacetime
curvature, and an approximation can be achieved by first considering a model where
branes are located at the two ends of a periodic 5% dimension. To ensure stability of the
model two branes are required to balance the bulk energy. To get a stable metric, the
effects of the brane on the spacetime must be compensated by a negative cosmological
constant in the bulk. Thus, the 5" dimension can be considered a slice of Anti-deSitter
(Ads)" space bounded by flat branes, and the price of keeping the branes flat is to
introduce curvature into the 5* dimension. Such models are termed warped extra
dimensions.
‘The Randall-Sundrum (RS1) model (Reference 47, 48) proposes a novel geometrical
solution to the hierarchy problem. The hierarchy problem questions why gravity is so
muchweaker than the weak force (which is 102 times stronger), and why the Higgs
boson is so much lighter than the Planck mass. In the RS1 setup, the Standard Model
fields are now confined to one of two 3-branes which lie at the endpoints (i.e., fixed
points) of an §%/22 orbifold,*4 except for the Higgs field. One of the branes physically
corresponds to “our” universe and is sometimes referred to as the IR or “visible” brane.
The closer a Standard Model field s to the visible brane, the greater its coupling to the
218 10% 4g
©Antes Space saLorentzian manifold with aconstant negate scolar curvature, In terms of GeralReltivty, (hs sa solion to Enchisfed equation with an actus oAmologel conan:RN S12, Corespands to  cruar axa manson wih 3 aad ons symmetry. Tis typea projection
sopulr in 3 numberof Higher mensional mocels 6Us 1 Rs DIR fo matremotally prject out cota
Eranomencloncaly undesrabie fds.
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Higgs, and therefore the greater the mass. The second brane is the UV or “hidden”
brane. The line element in RS1 is described by the metric:

46 =e Py,ded -Pdf 4

ls the metric tensor for the D-dimensional Minkowski spacetime, the AGS curvature
radius is given by 1/k and the interbrane separation is given by 7. The 5* dimension is
compactified on the orbifold of length 3, where a < @ < a. The orbifold fixed points
located at = 0 and @= a correspond to the location of the visible and the hidden
brane.
The exponential factor is referred to as the warp factor and is an appealing feature in
the RS1 model, as ft can both generate a Tey mass scale from the Planck scale in the
higher dimensional theory and reduce the effective gravitational strength on the visible
brane through the suppression factor ¢ ** while retaining a bulk width that is only a
couple of orders of magnitude above the Planck scale. In addition to the stabilization of
the interbrane separation, the quantum effects from the bulk fields (aka the Casimir
energy) can also provide a mechanism for the generation of dark energy on the visible
brane.
5.4 EXTRA DIMENSION SUMMARY

Although there is stil no direct evidence of extra spatial dimensions, there is the
possibility that the experiments planned at the Large Hadron Collider could detect
particle decay signatures that would indicate the presence of higher dimensions. In fact,
ll the theoretical groundwork has been performed by theorists, and s soon as the LHC15 running smoothly t could, In principle, demonstrate the. existence of higher
dimensions in a relatively short period of time. Any such discovery would represent a
truly radical alteration of our understanding of nature, and many new questions wil
‘emerge regarding the potential role extra dimensions could play in advanced
technologies (which will be discussed in more detail later in this paper).

6. Dark Energy as a Higher Dimensional Artifact

As discussed earlier, the vacuumof spacetime can be visualized as a sea of quantum
fields never fully at rest due to the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle. The oscillations of
the vacuum radiate energy over a range of frequencies in much the same way that an
oscillating electron emits electromagnetic energy, and in this way, there exists a ground
state energy associated with space itself. The vacuum potential for a periodic scalarfield in the ADD model described above is given by (Reference 48.50):

Le dk : (zy 2[3 3) RELEW PEN el 6.122g Ue ©

where k is the momentum modes of the quantum fields, R is the radius of the 5™
dimension, and m is the mass of the field. The prime on the summation indicates the

= 0term is excluded. The integral over the continuous momentum modes of the
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quantum fields is divergent, as is the infinite summation over the extra-dimensional KKmodes; however, as mentioned eariier, dimensional regularization (a form of
renormalization) can be used to extract a finite result. This equation differs from
Equation (4.1) in that the quantum field that we consider has both mass and a degreeoffreedom in the higher dimension. Working with a scalar field, the result can later be
extended simply for the case of more phenomenologically viable fields (fermions, forexample)
Ourown research focuses upon exploring a new way to handle the infinities arisingfrom Equation (6.1), and after performing a novel regularization it was discovered that:

Sr3).
vie Sok (am) (6.2)

32a 73

where (is the Riemann zeta function, and Ksa(2mm) is the modified Bessel function of
the second kind. Although the summation is infinite, the function converges rapidly and
50 a good approximation is obtained by performing the sum up to = 10. Since
discovering this formula, the result agrees with derivationsofthis energy based on
different regularization methods and so one is confident in the validity of Equation
(6.2).

It is relatively straightforward to calculate the contributions to the vacuum energy
density coming from each field in the Standard Model of particle physics. For example,
the electron is a fundamental quantum field whose ubiquitous ground state energy
contributes to the vacuum energy density. Similarly, the photon is a fundamental
quantum field whose ubiquitous ground state energy also contributes to the vacuum
energy density. In fact, ail Standard Model fields contribute a finite and calculable.
component to the overall energy density of space.
Equation (5.1) expresses the vacuum energy density for a periodic massive scalar field.
Using knowledge of supersymmetry multiplets it is possible to enumerate this energy
for all fields occurring in the Standard Model (Reference 49):

Vil) =—4V"0),
1sVina =v,mal)= V0)

Vir) = 2°) 3)

Also, knowledge of the vacuum energy density for a massless field:

- 36)
Veen == 551 4)ot (6.4)

will allow one to full articulate the energy density of the vacuum in terms of the
building blocks of nature. This is expressed algebraically as:

13
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(Bucy= 20 + VagaVeias (65)

where the index runs over the spectrum of Standard Model fermions. Using Equation
(6.5), and slight variations, we are able to computationally build a model which
demonstrates how the vacuum energy density varies as a function of higher
dimensional radius. It cannot be overstated that a full understanding of the vacuum
Structure is of critical Importance when attempting to understand the nature of dark
energy and to investigate its possible manipulation.
It is important to appreciate that, for example, a physical electron does not actually
have to be present at a specific point in space for it to contribute to the vacuum energy
density. But that the vacuum always has the potential to allow an electron to exist at
any point in space. Thus, at all points in space a virtual electron exists. This virtual
electron is a basic and fundamental feature of the intrinsic makeup of spacetime itself.
In this way, empty space has a ground state energy that is due to the virtual
contributions of ail fields that occur in nature: electrons, quarks, photons, and indeed,
the entire particle 200.
Many attempts have been made to relate this vacuum energy to dark energy; however,
because these quantum fields are free to oscillate over a wide range of possible
frequencies, when one calculates the sum! of all the contributions from all possible
frequencies of the vacuum, an energy density far in excess of that seen in nature is
recovered (Reference 50).
Our own work (Reference 51, 53) has demonstrated that when the contribution due to
the extra~dimensional quantum vacuum fields is included, it is possible to “tune” the.
theoretical energy density of the universe to agree with experimental observations
using extensions of Equation (6.5), provided allowance for certain exotic fields to exist
within the higher dimension. Although this may at first appear counterintuitive, one
novel feature of the quantum vacuum energy is that it can contribute both positive and
negative energy to the vacuum. The sign of the contribution is fundamentally due to
the nature of the underlying virtual quantur field. For example, virtual fermionic fields
(e.g., electrons) contribute an overall positive energy to the vacuum, whereas virtual
bosonic fields contribute an overall negative energy. In this way, certain field
combinations allow for energy cancellations. The additional freedom encountered in
higher dimensional theories means that it is a fairly straightforward matter to adjust
the overall vacuum energy density to agree with the experimentally measured value for
the cosmological constant.
Essentially, this means that one is immediately presented with a natural explanation for
the existence of dark energy. Previous attempts to link dark energy to the vacuum
energy had yielded grossly high theoretical predictions far in excess of that observed in
nature; however, by including the contributions from higher dimensional fields we have
shown that the tamingofthis dark energy density is entirely possible. The significance
of this result s that it provides a foundation upon which to explore possibilities relating
to warp drive propulsion. More simply, once one knows why space expands, it becomes
possible to explore technological possibilities to potentially make space expand.

5 Technically we integrate over all the possible frsuences
jt)
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To summarize, the existence of dar sneroy may be atrtuted tothe combined effectsoF vata acunions I roma1 Sonoma Spacetime pis HomerSee
contributions. If this model proves to be correct, then ideas extending from this
paradigm could provide one with intriguing opportunities for technological intervention.

7. Warp Drive and Higher Dimensional Manipulation

Both our own research and previous work in higher dimensional Casimir energy'®Gamonrats tho the geod of tn vatu ane i nortcly riot ig th sceGF he cera Gmenslon. are precy, tn Smal1 ass amenion ine greater teCasini anergy (and ic vert i ge am exes iveneion he ameler toe conn
energy). In fact, the energy is related to the radius of the higher dimension raised toiTOU Power whieh ran tht vy al changes i the roqin of he evsmension generate ramati. changes 1 in vacuum eraroy deni.
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‘What this means is that if an advanced technology was able to influence the radius ofSh xtra chanson, thn «would acpuhe Sets onan ove Go snarl 370 pence
the expansion and contraction of space itself. As tremendous a feat as this may sound,Ce cary Stage In th research 1s onea tn only wale mache 1 generate
warp drive.
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15 werthwihie to expand more onthe concepof what we mean by adjusting theTati arta ext Grmenon
7.1 ADJUSTING HIGHER DIMENSIONS FOR PROPULSIONS

Figure shoud asist nthe visualization of what a higher dimensional space mightTok The. Tn his -gimencione example on can sed tha a pons nave a assouatedohar manson. Ove somes that general he rales of te ats Amerson sFo 101 tis Fed rao which Generates the ovsarved dak energy dency andsenmtse for the homomenaty 15 tr abserve exparaon of tre urate
1f one were to focally adjust th higher dimensional radius then th dark energy drsity
would also change locally. More specifically, if one were to adjust the radius of the extramension i Sect wy oF spacecraft she Sok nergy Sentiy woul a
change only in the vicinity of the spacecraft, as would the expansion of space. It is

important at this point to appreciate that globally, the universe would continue toCpa ak the Tate me Sacre odors it ha ony the rosy of ie SpaceerattNoa spate be “Simulated to expand at some medics oe.
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7.2 THE GEOMETRY OF EXTRA DIMENSIONS

To answer the firs question, our most developed higher dimensional theory (M-theory)
Works In seven additional spatial dimensions. The shape s believed to be what
mathematicians calla Calabi-Yau manifold - 2 complex object tha 5 NOXOrOUSlY
challenging to work with. Physicists often like to work with simpler models (a single
extra dimension, for example) with an uncomplicated shape like the circle. Althoughis may at first appear to,0c 2 gross SMpliicaton, often these Smpistic Higher
mensional moder both reflec the flavor of he physics invorved, and give accurate
predictions that are believed to deviate from nature only at extremely high energles.!”

For this reason, many of the research
papers investigating higher dimensions =Erose to work n the Smpler circular SEShigher dimensional space. A smaller ARNEfraction of papers explore two addtional AER HIZEESEN
Higner dimensions, wn are commonly ANHTHTAZEEN
toroidal (see Figure 6), and an even JESWZ 0
smaller fraction of papers work In the ful (ffSCSSS=E"~~EIENM-theoretic Calabi-Yau manifold. At these AT TSOSS
carly stages of vestigation, the AES$0
additional circular dimension represents NH ANYanadequate approximation. Should the \SS& Tpevar poe toamer iby NS IPGoveloped phase, then It may become NaH EP
necessary fo work within the Calabi-veu
manifold
With regards to the question of whether trmany ross fopaemeseotored aber
space can be made t contract t seems omens feces
possible if one can make the energy
densityof a given region of space negative instead of positive. This type of space has
been well explored by physicists, and is known as anti-deSitter space. One of the
unique features of Casimir energy is that under many conditions it is known to benegative, and thus wih a carefal manipulation of the higher dimensional fied ff, in
Principle, possible to generate the required contraction of space.
7.3 HIGHER DIMENSIONS AND STABILIZATION

Ourgoal in this section is to explore the possibilities of manipulating a higher
dimension, which will influence the local dark energy density and thus the expansion
and contraction of spacetime in the vicinity of a spacecraft.

Before th Issue of how to manipulate @ higher dimension can be addressed, first one
must understand why an additional spatial dimension holds some fixed radius. This is a
well know problem in higher dimensional physics and is commonly called the problem of
“modulus stabilization.” Broadly stated, the question is as follows: if there are
addtional spatial dimensions, why do they not perpetually expand, like our familiar
dimensions of space, or alternatively, why do they not perpetually contract? What

For ame, novoof ck hel, n th fs moments f he la.
ts
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mechanism is it that allows for this higher space to remain compact and stable? OF the
handful of theories that attempt to answer this problem, one is particularly appealing
due to its naturalness.
A recurring theme throughout this paper is Casimir energy. This energy is compelling
due to the fact that it is a natural feature intrinsic to the fabric of space itself. Casimir
energy in higher dimensions not only offers the promise of explaining the nature of dark
energy, as discussed in previous sections, but can also be utilized as a mechanism to
stabilize the compact extra dimension.
We have discovered in our research that with a natural combination of fields, and a
single exotic component, we are able to generate a stable extra dimension (Reference
51,53). The way to understand this is as follows: as mentioned earlier, each field in
nature contributes a component to the ground state of the vacuum (that is, the state of
minimum energy of space) due to the virtual particle contributions. When this energy is
calculated for the case of three large and one compact spatial dimension, one discovers
that this energy is a strong function of the size of the S™ dimension.
In our research, we summed the contributions from all the known fields in nature using
‘extensions of Equation (6.5). We discovered that with the addition of one additional
exotic field confined to exist in only the Sth dimension, a stable higher dimensional
configuration was found. Our motivations for the addition of extra exatic fields have a
strong phenomenological foundation, and these exotic felds been studied successfully
in the context of explaining solar neutrino oscillations (Reference 54-56). A full
discussion, however, is beyond the scope of this paper.
To understand what is meant by a stable higher dimensional configuration we refer to
Figure 7, which is a plot illustrating the vacuum energy density as a function of higher
dimensional radius.
‘The x-axis represents the radius of the higher dimension and the y-axis the energy
density of spacetime. ® We have shown the contributions to the energy density coming
from the different fields of the Standard Model, and also the additional exotic field. The
overall energy density is illustrated as a thick black line. The most important feature of
this graph is the mathematical minimum. A good physical analogy here is to imagine
releasing a ball from the far left of the black line: the ball would roll down the line and
become stuck in the minimum. The ball becoming stuck in this minimum is an excellent
analogy to the dynamics of the higher dimension, which begins at some unstable state,
but evolves into a stable configuration.

5 We workin normalzed” unis
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Figure7. ACombinationof Phenomenlogically Viable Fields Generates Stable Minimurnof theVea Enargy Benaiy at » Fd Wigher Dimensional Radbes. Tn able min, Scat postiveery, Sate sab eSAta pS Saka a7. Tehacs esis Ga aha oad Noa Shs ook ikDesof the xa mensions Show on the xox, ond he aneGon oh (eye (rormaLEed unisve Gh,
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Figure 8. False Vacuum Minima are Created Around a Spacecraft. The diferent minima crete anSEF dare nary preair on 3-Space AchGrerates ne wary BUDE. In UNSkhxs represents
Tach of te ex Gimeno, and the 5 Feresents he nary dansk (rormasced ifs oe se).

The key to creating a warp drive is to create 2 false vacuum minimum, i.e., to modify
the vacuum spectrum and inject some field which creates a deSitter minimum at the
rear of the craft and an anti-deSitter minimurn at the front of the craft. What this
requires is a technology that would allow us to artificially manipulate the field content
illustrated in Figure 7, shifting the location of the minimum. In this basic
representation, the spacecraft would sit in a stable region of space corresponding to the
natural minimum of the extra dimension. At the front and rear of the craft, regions of
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false minima would be artificially created via the adjustmentof the extra dimension
(see Figre 8). These modified regions would correspond to increased and negative
dark energy densities, thus creating the warp bubble previously discussed

7.4 ELEMENTARY WARP DRIVE CALCULATIONS

“This section wil explore the calculations relevant to propulsion. Specifically, it will
determine the energy required to accelerate a spacecraft to the speed of ight. By
associating the cosmological constant with the higher dimensional Casimir energy, a
straightforward relation between A and the radius of the extra dimensions can be
determined:

=a-L 1)Puhr

A simpler way of developing the relationship between the energy density of space and
the expansion of space is to express A as a function of Hubble's constant, H:

HadR, 2)

which is a standard result obtained from GR. From these two formula, a relationship
between the expansion of space and the radius of the extra dimension can be shown:

net @.3)7 -

“This formula really expresses the foundation of this novel warp drive concept: that a
sufficiently advanced technology with the ability to adjust the radius of the extra
dimension focally would be able to locally adjust the expansion and contraction of
Spacetime around a spacecraft. This asymmetric expansion creates the warp bubble
illustrated in Figure 1. The spacecraft would always move within ts own light cone and
thus would not contradict any law of special relativity. The possibility that the higher
dimensional radius might vary from place to place has been explored in the context of
string theory (Reference 57), and so is a valid academic pursuit. However, it has never
before been suggested that this might faciitate a new and exotic form of propulsion.
Equations (7.1) and (7.2) used together express a relationship between the expansion
of space and the energy density of space. A sufficient increase in the energy density of
Space would generate a proportional increase in the expansion of space. Thus calculate
the energy density of space that would be necessary to generate a local expansion of
Space at the speed of light. A local expansion at the speed of ight, Hubble's constant
must be increased by a factor of:

H. =10%H, (7.4)

where H. represents the modified Hubble's constant, and the subscript ¢ indicates that it
is the Hubble's constant for the case of light speed expansion. // must be increased by
a factor of 10% to achieve a local expansion of space equivalent to the speed of light.

20
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Another relevant calculation regards the loca energy density required to generate this
expansion. A similar CICUaKon tthe an JE performed Indicates nat the
Cosmological constant, an expression which characterizes the energy density of space,
must be increased by a factor of 102. This implies an energy density of:

Pp, =107)/m? (7.5)

This is, indeed, an incredible number. However, th total eneray requirement would be
reduced if we assumed a “thin shell” of modified spacetime. Figure9illustrates the case
‘where the warp bubble thickness is reduced. More detailed research is necessary before
‘we could accurately predict the minimum shell thickness that would be necessary to
support a stable warp field. However, if a shell could be produced that was merely a
single Planck length in thickness, then the energy requirements would be reduced
immensely.
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Under this new paradigm of warp drive, where the necessary contracting and expansion
of Spacetime is Generated by 3 manipulation of the radus of the exira dimension, oneCan Clearly see that the energy requirements are reauced immensely when compared to
the calculations of Lobo and Visser (Reference 12). Table 3 illustrates the energy
requirements for 3 range of muliple of the speed of ight. All calculations are order-of-
magnitude.
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Table 3. Negative Energy Required for Warp Bubble

Foy©
0 Coy| os07]
0k | 0x0]

ToT 500k|10010"|
0.5 (= 150,000 kis) -2.50 x 107

TCs| roox0”
2 (= 600,000 km/s) 4.00 x 10"

030% Fn| 100s 0°]
100 (=3.0x10”km/s) 3.03x10°

Upon comparing Tables 2 and 3, immediately one can se the drastic energy reductions
that are apparent when one uses the dimensional warp drive paradigm. The energy
requirements are reduced by a factor of 10°. This energy is based on a warp bubble
that encompasses 100 m? of space. As discussed earlier, this is a “worst case” scenario,ayeeAremerns Sou beoa eotupe paps BY wom rset oF
magnitude, by utilizing the thin shell model illustrated in Figure 9.

These ae, perhaps, th most important numerical results of this paper, a they st anoekm ensepamy eS aeeetayeaee amaary eSoany noes of Mo Ev rotanergy raqeraon 2a wt provement iors of iter ad Loge, he
energies are still far in excessof those available in the foreseeable future.

One interesting prospect to test tis theory sto consider the maximum eneroy density
that is achievable by modern technology, and to calculate the expansion of space that
this energy would generate. One could then conceivably contemplate a table-top
‘experiment if the numbers allowed. What follows is a description of how this mightve
7.5 FUTURE EXPERIMENTS

At this point we take a diversion into pure speculation as to what technological
advancements may be necessary to build a device that might test our dark energyeeoa a ok ETS antnergy generate

i. a&..35(543p), 4TAG) 08

where a is the so-called cosmological scale factor, is the energy density and p is the
pressure. If one defines the quantity "= p/p”, one sees immediately that an accelerated
expansion of spacetime requires negative pressure. Currently, all known matter andnro genera 3 hambver, ork energy os mol TF wre posse toaSeay crea da anergy in the To hen ti would eso wih ur
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understanding and experimentation with war drive technology. To understand how,Fra aiscuss ah pelos wih energy wo 1
In a handful of labs scattered around the country, petawatt lasers are being built and
tested. These are lasers of profound capability, able to generate short laser pulses of
intensity >> 105 W/m?, with peak focused power densities of >> 1027 W/m?, and
energy densities of >> 106 J/m>. If it were possible to construct an exotic deviceWhose anergy outbus hat w < 1, then using eatuiations denial so fone 0 Generate
Table 3, 1 Would seem straightforward to Show that the energy density produced by an
analogous dark energy laser would translate into a local expansion of space
Corresponding to vawp= 10° or ~ 10'S m/s for every meter of space that the laser
travels. It may be possible to construct an experiment that could measure the modifiedpansion of 33ace slong the engi of uch a ser 9 tet tne predicions of 1s paper.
7.6 THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TECHNOLOGY

Although a practical warp drive could be many years away from realization, there are aethosSova has ye Fac La wacvasary rr vo onroratvpe xgperents to Dulin. Tato Fire eolate uderoanding Of ark Sry 18
of paramount importance. As mentioned earlier, dark energy contributes approximately76 percent of the overal energy densiy of the universe, and 5 responsile or theCrpansion of space. As one acduires deeper understanding of tis energy, attempts toGenerate dark energy in the lap would no doubt bea rica component to 8 working
warp drive.

Other erucal developments include determining whether extra dimension are, i fat,Tea: Once tis hus heen determined with absolute certanty, he role of extraGimenstons and hei relationship with the universe hat we are ore familia with wilBecome 2 more seis ots of scienti research an tenon.
46 has been discussed, the sabllzaton of the extra dimensions and the accelerated
expansion of the remaining four dimensions can bs realized va the Casimir energy. The
cetaleration of the dimensional subspace s & naturally occuring phanomenan whichcians when the aria Gimansions are stabized.
An important feature of the higher dimensional model i the dependence of the darkChery density on the size of the extra dimensions In models wih arge extra
dimensions, the interactionof the graviton KK tower with the Standard Model fields are
suppressed by the higher dimensional Planck scale and the corresponding couplings are
inverse TeV in strength. This can be seen more clearly when we consider the expansionoF tha metic anwar 1 models with large xtra Gimensions Computed within linearizedraves models

Saw = an +hs 77Tl

‘where the capital letter indices indicate summation over the higher dimensions, M is

the modified Planck mass, ns corresponds t flat (Hinkowsid) spacetime and us
corresponds to the bulk graviton fluctuations. The graviton interaction term inthe
action is expressed by:
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where 7+ is the higher dimensional energy-momentum tensor. The interactionofthe
graviton with the graviton KK states and with the SM fields are obtained by integrating
the action over the extra coordinates, Because all these states are coupled with the
universal strength 1/M this leads to the compelling possibilityofthe control of the size
of the extra dimensions by processes at energies that will be accessible via the particle
accelerators of the near future. Although the coupling s extremely small, the effective
coupling is enhanced by the large number of KK states.
Referring to Figure 7, additional energy in the form of matter or radiation with the TeV.
energy scale can alter the shape of the effective potential. In particular, the extrema
determining the size of the extra dimensions are modified with the change of the
Casimir energy density and hence, the dark energy density, in the models under
consideration.
In the ADD model discussed in Section 5.2, the Standard Model fields are confined to a
4-dimensional brane and a new gravity scale M,, = G2 >> TeV is introduced In the D
= 4 + d dimensions, where d Is the number of extra dimensions. This is determined
quite easily by forming the higher dimensional action and integrating out the extra
dimension.
The Atlas experiment at CERN's Large Hadron Collider will have the capability to probe
the ADD type extra dimensions up to Mp ~ 8 TeV. In the Randall Sundrum scenario, the
hierarchy is explained by the warp factor in the AdSS bulk geometry. A lower bound can
be placed on the lowest KK mass by electroweak precision tests (masses on the order
of 1 TeV are allowed). In the Universal Extra Dimension scenario, Tevatron results
constrain the compactification scale to Mc > 400 GeV. Because the Atlas experiment
will be sensitive to Me ~ 3TeV , the estimates in this section indicate that if nature Is in
fact described by one of these higher dimensional scenarios, then the additional
dimensions can be probed.
Even more exciting is the possibility that their size may be controlled at the energies
accessible to the Large Hadron Collider. When the Casimir energy to play the role of
dark energy is involved, one can see that the possibilty for the direct control of the
local dark energy density by controlling the size of the additional dimensions is possible.

8. Summary

The idea that a sufficiently advanced technology may interact with, and acquire direct
control over, the higher dimensions is a tantalizing possibilty, and one that is most
certainly worthy of deeper investigation. Control of this higher dimensional space may
be a source of technological control over the dark energy density and could ultimately
playa role in the development of exotic propulsion technologies; specifically, a warp
drive.
Of course, this may not be actualized until many years in the future, but consider the
many spectacular physical phenomena that are believed to be true at this early point in
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the 21% century. One believes that an energy field called the Higgs boson permeates
spacetime and that the interaction of matter with this field is what is responsible for
particles acquiring mass. One believes that an exotic ubiquitous energy source,
unimaginatively named dark energy, is responsible for the current accelerated
expansion of the universe based on observation of supernova in galaxies billions of light
years from Earth. One also believes that the universe may not consist of the three
spatial dimension of length, breadth, width, and one of time, but that, in fact, there
may be as many as seven additional compactified dimensions assuming the topology of
a Calabi-Yau manifold, and that the fundamental building blocksofthe universe are, in
fact, extended string-like entities.
Modern physics is full of many exciting and marvelously imaginative creations. Because
one understands these curiosities, one could potentially harness these elements of
nature for one’s own technological ends. This is by no means a certainty, but if we may
make predictions based on the innovative history of scientific pioneers of the past, then
it seems entirely possible that the creative minds of the future may indeed find ways to
‘accomplish what, to us, may seem like magic.
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